AToPM: A Web-based Modeling Environment
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Abstract. We introduce A ToPM, an open-source framework for designing domain-specific modeling environments, performing model transformations, manipulating and managing models. It runs completely over the web, making it independent from any operating system, platform, or device it may execute on. A ToPM offers an online collaborative experience for modeling. Its unique architecture makes the framework flexible and completely customizable, given that A ToPM is modeled by itself, and external applications can be easily integrated. Demo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iBbdpmwN6M

1 Introduction

Today, several tools and technologies allow modelers to develop domain-specific modeling languages (DSMLs) and manipulate models, such as AToM³ [1], DSLTools [2], EMF [3], GME [4], MetaEdit+ [5], and VMTS [6], just to name a few. They often require an installation of the tool and depend on external artifacts such as operating system (VMTS), middleware platform (DSL Tools), or virtual machine (EMF, AToM³). Furthermore, the degree of collaboration between developers and their models is often restricted to the version controlled repository used by the tool (SVN, CVS, or GitHub). Nevertheless, one of the reasons for the success and popularity of EMF is its plugin framework that allows tremendous extensions of its core which gave birth to a suite of numerous modeling and transformation tools, such as ATL [7], Epsilon [8], XText [9], VIATRA2 [10]. However, the development of these extensions requires expertise in EMF, and its Java API.

In this paper, we introduce AToMPM (A Tool for Multi-Paradigm Modeling) [11], the successor of AToM³. AToMPM is an open-source framework for designing DSML environments, performing model transformations, manipulating and managing models. It runs completely over the web, making it independent from any operating system, platform, or device it may execute on. AToMPM follows the philosophy of modeling everything explicitly, at the right level of abstraction(s), using the most appropriate formalism(s) and process(es), being completely modeled by itself (i.e., bootstrapped).

2 Highlight of Features

AToMPM is a modern, versatile and theoretically sound multi-paradigm modeling environment. It is a tool for modeling any and every part of a system at the most appropriate
level(s) of abstraction, using the most appropriate formalism(s). For instance, AToMPM is explicitly modeled using a combination of UML Class diagrams and Statecharts. The tool offers unique features given its web-based nature that we outline below.

2.1 Modeling in the Cloud

AtOMPM runs entirely online and requires no client-side installation. It allows one to model in the cloud, although it is possible to install the server on-premise. The client consists only of an SVG-compliant web browser. Models can be downloaded locally if desired.

2.2 Graphical Modeling vs. Textual Commands

AtOMPM is primarily a graphical modeling environment. On the concrete syntax side, all model elements displayed are SVG elements. All static and dynamic manipulation offered by SVG are fully supported (e.g., translation, scaling, rotation, transparency, Bézier curves). Model manipulation, such as CRUD operations, can be performed with mouse clicks and movements as in traditional modeling environments. In AtOMPM, it is also possible to write textual commands to perform the same manipulations, designed with a modeled textual DSL. Textual commands can be more useful for more advanced users, especially for creating/deleting/updating multiple elements at a time.

2.3 Synthesis of Domain-Specific Modeling Environments

As in any modeling tool, the specification and synthesis of DSMLs is central functionality of AtOMPM. The default modeling language for defining meta-models is a simplification of UML class diagrams. Nevertheless, any modeling language can be used to define meta-models, as long as there is a transformation defined mapping that meta-modeling language to the default language. Synthesis of a DSML editing environment for that new DSML is automatically supported. Static constraints are expressed on top of the meta-model in a textual DSL for constraints or using the Javascript API directly.

Multiple concrete syntaxes can be assigned to the same abstract syntax. This allows different users to have their own representation of the same model. A graphical concrete syntax is defined by mapping a group of SVG elements to each meta-model element, both class-like and association-like elements. Since everything is modeled explicitly in AtOMPM, the concrete syntax is itself specified by a DSML representing geometric shapes.

2.4 Model Transformation, Code Generation and Debugging

Model transformations are also explicitly modeled in AtOMPM. All model transformations are based on T-Core [12], a minimal collection of model transformation operators. This has the advantage of executing automatically any custom-built rule-based transformation language. Given the input and output meta-models of a transformation, a language for designing domain-specific rules is automatically generated [13]. Rules are defined with a left-hand side, right-hand side and negative application conditions, as in graph transformations. The patterns inside the rules are represented using the concrete
syntax of the input and output languages, adapted to patterns. The default scheduling language of a model transformation is MoTif [14]. Nevertheless, any modeling language can be used to define the transformation language, as long as there is a higher-order transformation defined mapping that language to the T-Core language. Execution and debugging of that new model transformation language is automatically supported.

There are two modes of execution of model transformations in AToMPM. In release mode, the input model displayed on the canvas is sent to the server, transformed completely, and the new resulting model is then displayed on the canvas. In debug mode, the transformation is animated on the client’s canvas. The execution can be continuous, or step-by-step. Breakpoints can be specified at the control flow level and a new window pops up to inspect the current state of the model and transformation as depicted in Fig. 1. The model transformation execution is deployed as a plugin in AToMPM, which may run on a dedicated server. The transformation engine is based on Himesis [15], a Python implementation.

2.5 Process Modeling

Any process enforced by AToMPM is also modeled explicitly by a UML activity diagram-like DSML. For example, the process for defining a meta-model, then assigning the concrete syntax and, finally, generating the modeling environment is a process model. A chain of model transformations is also modeled with this language. The activities in a process model can be automatic (like a transformation or plugin) or manual. In the latter case, a window pops up to let the user manipulate a model.

2.6 Collaborative Modeling

One motivation behind an online development environment is the ability to collaborate and share modeling artifacts among users. Multiple users can be logged in simultaneously with each having their own view of the models. Models and model elements visibility is controlled with permission roles that an administrator can assign and specify. Currently, AToMPM supports two types of real-time distributed collaboration mechanisms. Screenshare allows two or more clients to share the exact same canvas: any change made to a model (abstract or concrete syntax) is replicated on all observing clients. Modelshare only shares the abstract syntax of a model between clients. Each
A client has its own view of the same model, using its own concrete syntax. For example, if a client updates the value of an attribute of a model element, this may change the displayed text next to the represented element on that client’s model while changing the color of that element on another client’s representation.

3 Modeled Plugin Framework Architecture

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 2. High level architecture of AToMPM.

AToMPM is a completely bootstrapped environment. The client-server architecture depicted in Fig. 2 allows multiple web-browsers (client) to send and receive HTTP requests with AToMPM (server) following the MVC pattern. AToMPM is a Node.js server driven by SCXML statecharts executed within the SCION engine [16]. It consists of a minimal kernel “Stateful” deprived from any modeling-specific functionality. It is a plugin framework where every toolbar and functionality is modeled explicitly as a plugin.

On startup, Stateful loads the kernel statechart, which handles all requests to and responses from the server. The kernel also brings in the PluginManager plugin during initialization, which is enough to then drive the loading of various custom plugins, such as AToMPM. The PluginManager design provides register/unregister hooks so that any plugin can easily register and load or unregister and unload itself within the PluginManager package system. Stateful allows for plugins to register their own statecharts to respond to specific server endpoints, which allows for plugins to easily extend the behavior of Stateful. Within this framework, if some degree of communication is needed with an external server then that behavior can be added, made accessible, and begin responding in Stateful. This provides the ability for a backend to be written in a completely different language than Javascript, while still being able to fully interact with Stateful using only a very small amount of mostly generatable code. While this design does allow for easy extension, it also relies heavily on plugins being properly designed which may make it less robust from the client’s experience.

There are client side variants for the kernel and PluginManager components as well. When a user first attempts to access Stateful, these components are sent over which then load either the default plugins or plugins that are specific to that user’s configuration if logged in. Any client side components that are available on the server can be loaded by a client at any time, allowing for plugins to be able to be dynamically loaded and unloaded.
As depicted in Fig. 2, there are four asynchronous communication paths in this framework. (1) A call-back mechanism allows a client to send requests to the server and receive results. (2) A headless mode allows the client to send requests to be processed in batch. (3) A broadcast mechanism allows the server to notify multiple client observers. (4) AToMPM can communicate with external servers in the same way as it does for clients. The latter is very useful when interoperating external tools (such as transformation engine, model verification) with AToMPM. These communications are all modeled with plugins.
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